Preface

A discussion of the hyper dimensional light codes of the creator Yahweh would require a scope well beyond the confines of this article. What you will find here is an introduction and sample of the subject area which culminates in 12 strands of “light” codes, our Spiritual Code (S-DNA). S-DNA results from the light field consciousness of the creator God refracted through liquid crystal diamonds (portal-lens) into 12 discrete scalar frequencies. These blueprints of creative light vibrations are then congealed /slowed down and imprinted by phonon compression/diamond crystal lattice vibrational modulation resulting in space-time-dilation to manifest the 12 tribes of Jacob Israel bloodlines in physical form.

This “Life Force” or 12 stone “Rainbow of Love” photonic expressions are literally in the blood of the Holy “Seed”. Each of the 12 Tribes of Jacob Israel has a discrete scalar-light frequency and resulting S-DNA code set for entanglement to the Holy Spirit carried in the blood. This God Code has four base pairs of nucleotides with an associative entanglement with the four S-DNA letters of the Sacred “Name” YHWH (יהוה). The “Angels” only have nine (plus one) S-DNA codes as described in the August 2017 edition of Entangled magazine. In other words, Lucifer was not given all twelve “Creator Codes” and his “counterfeit” creation is thus limited.

Figure 1 - Jacob’s Ladder / S-DNA

[Note: Scripture has many “layers” of meaning in its holographic supernatural expression. Jacob’s ladder is both an S-DNA representation as shown here, a model of the atom as well as a dimensional portal where higher density beings can transit.]
As shown in figure 1, the “pearly gates” are both dimensional lenses and the conduit for wave particle duality expression in “3D”, (“Agape Love”/scalar light from Yahweh). Time-Wave Zero, also called Zero Point is the “Let there be Light” Singularity “Christopheny” of the Creator YHVH. This LIGHT of God then transitions through the gemstone lenses (“pearly gates”) producing creator codes for the 12 bloodlines of Jacob Isaac, 12 strand S-DNA (Spiritual light) and all of created order that is born from above. This is the Rainbow Bridge of Creation being manifest at Zero Point Singularity and then expressed through quantum “gates” which use crystal lattice flowing in an aqueous liquid light lens to bring forth all creative order

- Professor Truth

If we were to relate this to Cell Biology, we would have a picture of a Chromosome!

[Note” as previously stated the” Two Witnesses” also have multiple meanings in our Holy Scriptures. figure 2 is the representation at the DNA level.]
Introduction
The adversary is pursuing artificial intelligence, robotics, synthetic biology, and many other technologies for use in nefarious purposes associated with “making” a human replacement. In contrast, the creator God is activating a new breed, a Royal Priesthood, which cannot be counterfeited with technology and will prevail as we approach the final conflict.

To set the stage it is encouraged that the reader become familiar with the August 2017 article in *Entangled* magazine called "Angelic DNA", by Professor Truth. In that article it was shown that Yahweh Elohim manifests by the Tetragrammaton, YHWH (יהוה), which is actually a supernatural code (“God code”) expression. This Divine “code” was God breathed into a final prototype creation inducing a quantum entangled expression of modality not represented in the other forms of created beings. The precise angular frequency of optical codes used in the geometry of life will differ from meta-galactic order to meta-galactic order. The Divine letters are the master set behind the distribution of the many types of angles and frequency rates of the optical code. To get a sense for this, the first part of the “Angelic DNA” article is presented here:

---

**The 72 Angels And The Power Of The Hebrew Letters**

*Figure 3 - Hexagonal Code*
ANGELIC DNA, will be an advanced teaching more aligned to the Quantum Entanglement paradigm of our simulated “quarantined prison planet earth”. We will not establish the Creator’s plan for diversified Spiritual beings and His “Final Prototype” – “Ha Adam”, rather, in this short article we will just lay out the unfathomable supernatural design where the Tetragrammaton YHWH (יהוה) has been the singularity of all living spirit of many kinds. This is where “Kind after its kind” has origin. Not in Flesh and Blood, but in the bi-located quantum coupled domain where the intention mind (field) of God has imprinted His Divine Love to cause LIGHT (spirit) to in effect slow down and through wave-particle duality, congeal into perceived form yet resolved in a simulation of self-replicating feed forward neural networks, and the Spherical 600 Cell Tetrahedron, which Father has revealed to his servant Anthony Patch. In the worlds digitized modeled replication and technological counterfeit, we arrive at the tree of life and anamorphic counterfeit. Yet, God created the universe and mathematics. How this is employed is the real issue at hand. These advanced leading-edge systems of artificial intelligence have achieved a form of machine consciousness exhibiting creativity and even imagination as well as sentiency.

In the Beginning was the commencement of the ORDER of TIME, the singularity of YHWH became the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Quantum Clouds of Divinity as ONE were manifest when God said, “Let there be Light”

John 1:1  In the [commencement of the order of time] was the [Divine Expression (i.e. Christ)], and the [Divine Expression (i.e. Christ)] was with God [the Supreme Divinity] , and the [Divine Expression / Christ] was God [the Supreme Divinity]. 2 The same was in the beginning with [the Supreme Divinity]. 3 All things were made by him; and without him was not anything made that was made. 4 In him was life; and the life was the light of men.

[Entangled Magazine, August 2017, by Professor Truth]

Figure 4 - How Light Refracts through a Lens / “Pearly Gate” (liquid diamond scalar lens)
The Threat

There is only one Top-Secret. There is only one “Threat” to "mankind" and that threat is "The Enemy Within". Following the war strategies of Sun Tzu, the enemy has infiltrated, impersonated, defiled, amalgamated, and is in the final processes of assimilating by replacing its host as a parasitical vampiric "body snatcher".

In order to carry out this nefarious agenda, deprived of many of the technologies available to the true holy angelic realm, the adversary had to first indoctrinate man using their own free will choice to participate in evil, and then teach man how to build weapons of war to fight the one who enslaved them, as well as to “infect” the begotten elohim children sent here to restore dominion and order.

The threat is in the final stages of manifestation and is focused on the technologies of trans-humanism. These would include artificial intelligence, nanotechnology, synthetic biology, quantum computing, and a total onslaught against "God code" to defile the “Temple” / Genetic re-engineering.

**1Cor. 3:16**  Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you? 17 If any man defile the temple of God, him shall God destroy; for the temple of God is holy, which temple ye are.
The Counterfeit

The Artificial Intelligent (AI) “Next” program will focus on the so-called third wave of AI tools capable of human-like communication and contextual reasoning. Today, machines lack contextual reasoning capabilities, and their training must cover every eventuality, which is not only costly, but impossible. AI “Next will explore how machines can acquire human-like communication and reasoning capabilities, with the ability to recognize new situations and environments and adapt to them.

“Explainability” is a feature that simply isn’t available in AI systems now and answers one of the problems facing the technology which is trust in the systems. Today AI can’t tell you why it came up with the answer it came up with”. Explainable AI will have the machine tell the human: ‘Here is the answer. Here is why I think this is the right answer,’ and explain to the human how it got to that answer,”… This is AI “Next” or third-wave AI, which includes contextual reasoning by machines.

Artificial intelligence in a contextual reasoning implementation is the culmination of several other enabling "alien" technologies. These have been discussed in more detail in the other issues of Entangled Magazine and will not be repeated here. In this article, the focus is on the “Holy Temple” design that has not been able to be counterfeited. This is called God code 2.0, the Spiritual DNA (S-DNA) expression of the “Elect” of YHWH. S-DNA are the 12 strands of light code, or spirit code, in God's Genesis 2.7 bloodlines of Adam. The other created beings and parts of the created order also use nine of these 12 spiritual codes but are lacking the critical three, Father, Son and Holy Spirit, which provide eternal experience and entanglement with the Creator Elohim. The nine stone Elohim “Angelic Code” was discussed in detail in the August 2017 edition of Entangled Magazine.
The counterfeit human, what many call “Trans-Humanism”, is intended to replace mankind. All things must be looked at through the lenses of the Luciferian agenda and the five “I wills” found in Isaiah 14 which form the basis of the continuing angelic rebellion of Revelation 12, and onslaught against the S-DNA “Holy” Temple, the Holy War!

“The 5 ‘I Wills’ of Satan”

1) "I WILL ASCEND INTO HEAVEN."
2) "I WILL EXALT MY THRONE ABOVE THE STARS OF GOD."
3) "I WILL SIT ALSO UPON THE MOUNT OF THE CONGREGATION."
4) "I WILL ASCEND ABOVE THE HEIGHTS OF THE CLOUDS."
5) "I WILL BE LIKE THE MOST HIGH."

Civilization is being directed through propaganda, electro-genetic controls, and bioengineering towards enslavement. In the quest to counterfeit God's creation of mankind, the trans-humanist agenda, orchestrated by Lucifer and the fallen ones, have yet to reengineer the Divine spark of Yahweh contained in that which is born from above. For this reason, all counterfeit attempts to replace mankind, will produce "born from below", spiritually dead, empty sepulchers to host the demonic spirits and minions who look to this as a panacea for eternal life.
The most valuable truths are rarely known by mere mortals. If you are a child of God, born from above, the enemy has legally claimed your corporal sovereignty and your spiritual domicile is used as a war zone. For most the vessel of your soul is a prisoner of the unseen war as we have been beguiled and deceived by our own lusts. They have buried humanity’s most valuable truths with lies and omissions.

God’s Original - The Consecrated Spiral of Life
For those that still have the capacity for critical thinking, and philosophical thought, we all ponder the following questions: Who are we? Why we are here? What is life all about?

For the created and the begotten children of God, we are spiritual beings injected into the matrix having a flesh and blood embodiment. Truly the body, is simply a very advanced bio computer with the code and algorithms designed to accommodate the soul-spirit matrix of those born from above.
Advancements in biology and scientific research have shown that at day 49 of conception the pineal gland secretes a molecule called DMT (Dimethyltryptamine) which opens up a spiritual portal allowing the incarnation of a selected soul-spirit matrix into that vessel or embryo. Six hours later, the pineal gland secretes serotonin, which has the effect to close the pinecone “scalar/spirit-light antennae” of the pineal gland, and the soul-spirit matrix is forever bound by what many call the silver cord, to that particular “person”.

Furthermore, it has been shown that there is a spark of life at the moment of conception which injects the S-DNA blueprint, in the form of an unseen light lattice structural shell, that the body later fills in as the S-DNA expresses through light field "wave particle duality".

Your unique traits and qualities, including your special purpose in life, are emanated from and transmitted by the “scalar-light” S-DNA codes. New evidence also shows that “ancestral” memories may be transmitted through the structured water matrix of S-DNA quantum coupled to both genetic memory in 3D (our domain) and Akashic records in HD (Higher Dimensions).

Structured water - or “clustered” water refers to pure H2O which has been “structured” to have five atoms per molecule or in a PENTA formation. This is how “nature” produces water and results in a innate consciousness carrying ability of this spirit conduit of life.

Scientific advancements in the multidisciplinary fields of genetics, quantum physics, and electrochemistry solidly prove your physical body is “a crystallization, or precipitation, of love vibrations.” [reference, “The Sacred Spiral by Dr. Len Horowitz]. Electrical and magnetic frequencies, and sub-sensory sound, manifesting from the “light” auric lattice design, expresses as physical matter along paths of least resistance flowing into sacred geometric forms that we perceive as the physical world. Our reality is an expression of photon-phonon interaction with the consciousness of the Creator embedded in all created things. This is an orchestra of a Rainbow of Light, colors of creation!

In particular, the phonon expression involves liquid crystal compression of scaler tensor fields allowing bi-location beyond time space of individual consciousness. Phonons, a quantum of energy or a quasiparticle associated with a compressional wave such as sound or a vibration of a crystal lattice, are the primary causative element involved in Celestial body manifestation. These phonon compressional waves interact with photons of light from the 12 stone “vibrations” in what could be described as the “rainbow of love” of the Creator to the creation.
Figure 7 - phonon compressional waves interacting with the 12 emanations of the photonic rainbow of light expressed from S-DNA.

Your physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual components respond mysteriously and automatically to unseen bio-acoustic and unheard electromagnetic forces. Messages and signals that enforce universal laws of physics and mathematics of life through your S-DNA are also “written on your heart”. Evidence suggests your genetic code may actually quicken the entire universe and is coupled to Divine consciousness. The promise of immortality is encased in your “God code” genes.

Figure 8 - artist rendition of 12 strand DNA / S-DNA

Metaphysical esoteric electro-genetic expression as it relates to consciousness indicates that structured water (living water) which comprises as much as 80% of our 3D body, is the conduit for Spirit and Life. This is called electro-genetically influential “structured” or “clustered” water with conscious (life) expression. Bio-holographic and neuro-electrified consciousness uses S-DNA “waves” to precipitate life, including life in the spiritual domain.
One must be “Twice Born” - of Spirit and Water!

Spirit entangles in structured/clustered water. It is beyond the scope of this article to explain all the countless benefits of structured distilled water, but I encourage all readers to investigate the subject. The “system” is poisoning God’s created life with unstructured water which cannot entangle with spirit. When “chemicals” are mixed with water it loses its PENTA atomic structure and no longer has the quantum resonance to tune to the Holy Spirit.

God Code 2.0
As a counterbalance to the world's emphasis on trans-humanism and the counterfeit, we will now discuss the genuine. As Lucifer and the fallen ones have used nine stones of the creator codes in a malevolent order to make the various spiritually dead lifeforms we see not only here but throughout the universe, the “Most High” Creator God has kept his best secret for the end, God Code 2.0 activation!

Figure 9 - DNA is a Light Transceiver!
When sin entered the world, a negative spiritual infection introduced a "death code" into all created order. From a quantum mechanical or quantum physics paradigm, a reverse polarity quantum spin modulated the holy breath of God with an infection some call "dark light". Effectively, this was a deceleration of vibration into a fallen state as well as a deactivation of the S-DNA of the begotten children in order to quarantine the “holy of holy” eternal abode of the Holy Spirit from the death infection.

There are many truths in what we call the “New Age” philosophies. It has been my observation that the New Age indoctrination is but a counterfeit of the true creator God's holy divine order. For this reason, we have been using several New Age terms and concepts as they often have originated from a divine and Holy original. In almost all cases of New Age doctrine, the concepts have an origin of Truth, but they always leave out Jesus Christ. This can be expected as the fallen ones, channeling “New Age” dogma to the adherents, can only copy YHVH’s divine creation and cannot “create” or engineer such “God Tech” / philosophies on their own.

As we approach the final hour, the final conflict between heaven and earth, the Scriptures state that the restrainer will be removed, 2Thes 2.6. While the enemy is using technologies to try to alter the timeline which they are on as well as transfer their essence or consciousness into synthetic biological clones and replacement transhuman vessels, the Holy Spirit is being removed from all creative order resulting in deactivation of the damned, as “September ends”.

[This is both literal and a metaphorical reference to the Feast of Tabernacles at the end of September of each year - the time we expect the Messiah Jesus the Christ to return.]
As September has now ended, the hybrids, synthetics, replacements, and all of the other Luciferian lifeforms are drenched in pain of becoming who they are, a wounded animal is on the loose looking for whom it may devour. We are now likely into the seven-year tribulation which started September 23, 2017, and the fallen angels, becoming who they are, having fell as rain from the stars, never forgetting their fall but soon to have the memory rest as their end is near and their demise is at hand. In a frantic attempt to transfer their soul consciousness into an artificial vessel produced by the trans-humanist technologies they scramble to avoid mortality and judgement in a final last attempt of vengeance toward the bloodline of Adam knowing how the story ends.

2Th. 2:10 And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of the truth, that they might be saved. 11 And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: 12 That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness.

The Most High God, YHWH (Jesus Christ), is now reactivating S-DNA in those who have been called and chosen and have overcome the matrix of deception, and have passed the final exam. They are the ones who are counted worthy to escape all these things.

Luke 21:36 Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man.

Blood
Blood is a most extraordinary sacred fluid. Without the shedding of blood there is no remission of sins. The Divine spark of life is carried in structured water entangled to the elohim spirit resident in the oxygen of the hemoglobin quantum cloud. As depicted in figure 1, the structured water is what hydrates the S-DNA “coil” tuning it precisely to the Holy spirit scalar frequencies.
Structured water forms the core of the double helix and 12 strands of spirit-light codes and is the Holy “Triple Helix” which the enemy has frantically attempted to counterfeit.

This atomically clustered water matrix is also carrying our own spirit which is quantum coupled with “Jesus Christ” in the liquid crystal water, where two become one - inside the S-DNA! No wonder there is an all-out onslaught to dehydrate (detune) your S-DNA and recode it by GMO’s (Genetically Modified Organisms) and other Nano-tech viruses.

**Rev. 3:20** Behold, I stand at the door, and knock: if any man hear my voice, and open the door, I will come in to him, and will sup with him, and he with me.

*[Two become One: The Holy spirit and our spirit quantum entangle in the S-DNA “Water Matrix” - The Holy “Triple Helix.*]
The word covenant, meaning “contract,” in fact, derives from the Hebrew word bereat, which means “to cut.” This implies the shedding of blood. The reason blood is so important is because the Creator conceived of a vehicle with which His Majestic Essence or Divine Expression might be readily transmitted. Blood, the sacred liquid containing the electro-genetic coil, is that instrument for spiritual sustenance. The blood carries the Sacred Spirit, and through S-DNA the “Sacred Spiral” expresses Divinity. Blood, which is primarily structured water, hemoglobin carrying oxygen, and S-DNA, is in unity as two witnesses (blood and light) designed to deliver Divine love to your perfectly designed “vehicle of consciousness.” Structured water in blood is a liquid crystal light/spirit conduit of God consciousness. Blood is therefore liquid light, liquid crystal spirit, Blood holds Agape Love!
The bio-acoustics of life, phonon wave compression, animates and quickens the material body, inspires its bioelectric and biochemical functions, and unifies our soul essence with the Agape love of our God, Jesus Christ. Love is Divine resonance, an “a-tone-meant” within the 12 stone sustaining spectrum of sounds, electromagnetic frequencies, and bio-acoustic resonances interacting with structured water hydrated molecules/matter.

Adam’s original sin imparted death and mortality evidenced by separation from God. God Code 2.0, when activated, provides a return to the “Garden of Eden”, thus bringing Heaven back to Earth. All of this revolves around blood, and the sanctity/purity of bloodlines, that is, your genetic inheritance your “Sacred S-DNA” and its expression from Creator to created.

Purposefully, the Hebrew name for the original Maker of genes and blood is “Yah-vah,” which means “to breathe is to exist.” Indeed, the Creator’s name relays an important message. It also generates an uplifting frequency, the Holy Spirit. It is the creative breath that delivers oxygen/spirit to red blood cells, and these in turn deliver the spiritual element to every cell and tissue in the body essential for aerobic energy metabolism and life on Earth. “Divine consciousness” within your physical “Temple of Yah” is provided only for those born from above and who have their God code 2.0 activated. This is a process of translation for those called and chosen.

The extraordinary composition of S-DNA, its sacred geometry, (a multi-dimensional dodecahedron) clustered water matrix, and bio-acoustic reception, electromagnetic transmissions, and methods of communication for cellular “up-regulation”, establishes that S-DNA is far more than a static blueprint for body building through protein synthesis.
S-DNA the “Consecrated Spiral” is, in fact, the ideal super conductor, and micro-antennae of spirit-light, designed for physical re-spiritualization/re-activation. S-DNA is a Spirit Transceiver code set which when activated expresses eternal life in those who are sealed from the “beast infection”.

The enemy is reshaping and redirecting the electromagnetic fields, such as “5G”, to interfere with ion channels and silence S-DNA, which is “God expression”. In a simple form, the essence of life is a dance between the bio photons, phonons and ion channels under the control of S-DNA.

[Note: “S-DNA” or Spirit Code is the intellectual property of Professor Truth]

Figure 13 - Heaven and Earth Nucleotides

What can we do?
We all need a good diet, healthy water, and we need to stop electro pollutions to the S-DNA. To get healthy one must resurrect the mitochondrial function, kill off the cell pathogens, raise the inter-cellular electron density and quantum cloud health around the S-DNA, and prevent stealth pathogens. All of this starts with keeping your S-DNA healthy both physically and spiritually. With the creative and conscious properties of structured water, is important to get "healthy structured water", pray over it, sprinkle it on your food and consume at least a gallon a day. I cannot recommend anything that will be construed as medical advice, however I will say
that I use only structured distilled water in glass containers (no plastics!!!), supplemented with Himalayan salt and nascent iodine in my diet. [The natural salt has up to 84 natural organic minerals and the iodine helps with Thyroid health.]

See link for Water distillers: http://www.h2olabs.com

We can’t escape the caustic electromagnetic environment that the demigods of death have foisted upon all of God's creation. You should, however, limit exposure to cell phone radiation and other 5G sources as much as possible. We are designed to maintain health in spite of the EMF (Electro-Magnetic Field) assault on our Holy temple. The 22 Holy Hebrew letters are designed to phonically express life phonons and modulate our amino acids to express the Tree of Life as depicted in figure 14.

Finally, we must maintain a focus on the promises of God contained in the holy Scriptures. The Father of all creation will not forsake those that seek him in truth and humility with a fervent prayer life.

Jer. 29:11   For I know the thoughts that I think toward you, saith הוהי (YHWH) thoughts of peace, and not of evil, to give you an expected end. 12 Then shall ye call upon me, and ye shall go and
pray unto me, and I will hearken unto you. \(^{13}\) And ye shall seek me, and find me, when ye shall search for me with all your heart.

**Prov. 1:33** But whoso hearkeneth unto me shall dwell safely, and shall be quiet from fear of evil.

**Is. 54:17** No weapon that is formed against thee shall prosper;... This is the heritage of the servants of יהוה (YHWH), and their righteousness is of me, saith יהוה (YHWH).

---

S-DNA, is both a crystal receiver and harmonic “spirit” translation mechanism for Divine expression and co-Creation. This hidden code (God code 2.0), sealed since the foundation of the world, is now being activated to restore physical and spiritual health but also express the Divine “Agape” love that is within all of us who are born from above.

Figures 15 depicts the counterfeit beast “Triple Helix” which is a unholy “Transhumanist” Luciferian attempt to capture the divine spark and regenerate a reverse polarity “dark light” counterfeit within the DNA soul matrix of the damned.
Figure 16 expresses the Divine Design of our Quantum birth as the “gods”/(elohim) of the sanctified Holy bloodlines of Jacob Israel.... We are the prodigal son’s and daughters, sojourning in a foreign land of the zombies (dead), awaiting our return home. We must die as men, but shall again have our Glory in the New Heaven and New Earth and reclaim Dominion for our King of kings, Yahshua the Messiah, - Jesus Christ be praised!

Ps. 82:6  I have said, Ye are gods; and all of you are children of the most High. 7 But ye shall die like men, and fall like one of the princes.

Know who you are, born to be dominant, God’s chosen race.

Let the games begin!